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Innovation in perfect harmony
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Teneo takes an uncompromising approach: Only the best is good enough. You can 
achieve a perfectly harmonious workflow if you and your treatment center interact 
optimally. For this reason, Teneo responds automatically and individually to all your 
needs. Carefully selected features assist you in every treatment situation, down to the 
most minute detail. Comfort features ensure that your patients feel more relaxed 
throughout the treatment. So you can focus entirely on your work. Why settle for less?
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Treatment 
redefined

Your daily treatment efforts are the key to the success of 
your practice. Teneo has been developed to consistently 

match the dental workflow. Only if you can work 
efficiently and ergonomically your patients will benefit 
from the full range of your professional abilities. Teneo 
provides automatic and motorized options to adapt 

completely to your needs. Teneo responds directly to you 
and your patients — and the next treatment step is only 

one small movement away.

Why settle for less?

With motoric features such as the motoric sliding track, 
motoric headrest, and motoric cuspidor,  
Teneo adjusts perfectly to your workflow.



The dentist and assistant elements as well as the tray can be 
positioned independently to let you switch flexibly between team 
and solo treatment modes.

The wireless foot switch is your multifunctional control element 
for all chair functions. It provides hands-free control of the  
EasyTouch display and the motoric sliding track.

Hands-free operation
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You know every move —
so does Teneo
To let you focus fully on your patients, Teneo and its motoric sliding track places 
 everything you need at your fingertips — hands-free and effortlessly. You and your 
 assistant can maintain an ergonomic working position at any time.

Split concept for a better handling range
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Vertical mouth point positioning

Motoric headrest Motoric cuspidor

You want to treat ergonomically —  
Teneo adapts

Teneo knows your ideal working posture. So that you can always work in your optimum position, the vertical mouth 
point is always positioned at the same working height — even with patients of different stature (see illustrations).

For optimum access to the treatment site, the exten-
sion and inclination of the motoric headrest can be 
adjusted using the foot switch, the user interface, or 
even manually.

The cuspidor is motoric and swivels in and out. 
Its position is programmable, contributing to fast and 
safe procedures.

A healthy operator posture during treatment requires the patient to be correctly 
 positioned and maximum access ensured. Teneo provides comprehensive treatment 
comfort for dentists and patients alike, with its motoric headrest, cuspidor, and 
sliding track.
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Most of what any treatment is about is to keep the flow 
intact. For that you need a treatment center whose 

functions are meticulously adapted to your workflow — 
and not the other way around. So Teneo comes to your 

treatment room with an extensive range of functions already 
implemented. The user interface is fully customizable 
to let you apply the full range of treatment modalities.

Why settle for less?

Teneo is ideally preconfigured with a generous user  
interface, 6 + 1 customizable instrument positions and 

numerous aids for your patient communication.  
With one keystroke it is perfectly suitable for endodontic 

or implant procedures.

The difference  
is in the details
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You want total freedom — 
Teneo is flexible

Teneo supports all current 
reciprocating file systems, such 
as Wave One, Wave One Gold, 
Reciproc, and Reciproc blue.

Integrated treatment functions for implantology and endodontics make setup times  
unnecessary, since additional table equipment is no longer required. All functions can  
be controlled with the foot switch. This allows a smooth transition between patient  
examination, education, and treatment. Numerous additional functions such as the 
ApexLocator or Implant Terminal in Sidexis 4 make Teneo the expert solution for every 
treatment situation.

ApexLocator*

Adjust Teneo to your specific needs manually or select an implant 
system from the integrated library. Important parameters such as 
speed, torque, and coolant flow are always under your control — 
efficient, sterile, and hands-free.

Precise torque control, the ApexLocator, and the unique file library 
streamline your workflow while offering maximum clinical safety. 
The only control you need is the Teneo foot switch.

Endodontics

Implantology

Implant Terminal*
* ApexLocator and Implant Terminal are displayed on the Sivision monitor.
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LEDview Plus operating light

7" EasyTouch display

SiroCam AF+ camera

6 + 1 instrument positions

Well-arranged and well-organized central tools and 
controls: Six instrument positions allow you to configure 
the treatment center, giving you even more ways 
adapt it to your requirements. The camera can be 
optionally placed on an auxiliary storage tray position.

You want to be better in every detail —
Teneo offers more

The large touchscreen ensures intuitive and self-ex-
planatory operation. It is customizable and upgrade-
able. In easy mode, it shows only those functions 
you need at any given time. Navigate safely and easily 
throughout the entire treatment.

LEDview Plus provides a perfect mixture of light 
intensity, light color, and light field size. With the 
integrated composite mode, light-curing filling 
materials can be processed at your own speed without 
premature hardening. The operating light can be 
optimally positioned and controlled hands-free via a 
sensor. Also available as ceiling light or as LEDview 
Plus/Heliodent Plus ceiling combination.

Optimize the visualization and documentation of your 
treatment: The SiroCam AF+ combines excellent image 
quality with easy operation. The image is displayed on 
the 22" monitor in high definition quality.

Teneo with its thoughtful details has everything you need to work perfectly in every 
situation. From a generously sized user interface to the flexible configuration of  
instrument positions, Teneo makes all the difference.



• Use the integrated monitor to display intraoral images, 
3D x-ray images or presentations using the patient 
communication menu.

• Create a trust-based relationship by explaining the 
treatment process to make the patient to understand 
the procedure and to reduce patient anxiety.

• Explain and document the treatment success with  
the SiroCam AF+ intraoral camera — of course with 
excellent high-quality images.

Close communication with the patient is 
essential for first-class treatment results.  
A transparent treatment process contributes 
significantly to patient loyalty. Teneo allows 
clearly visualized on-site consultations, stores 
individual patient positions and thereby helps 
build trust in your operations.

You create trust — 
Teneo helps you
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Good advice from Teneo



For many patients is particularly important to feel 
appreciated and their individual needs are considered 

when it comes to dental treatments and the atmosphere 
in which it is performed. The comfortable technology 

of Teneo unobtrusively helps you achieve this. Patients who 
feel they are in good hands will gain confidence and stay 

faithful to you.

Why settle for less?

Whether old or young, big or small — with its need-based 
patient positioning, individual sitting positions that  
can be saved, massage function, lumbar support, 

slow-motion travel, and Thermo or Lounge upholstery, 
Teneo adapts to patient needs.

Exceptional  
comfort
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A relaxed patient makes treatment easier for you and contributes to a perfect 
treatment result. Whether you require assisted seating for elderly patients 
or want to calm your patients’ fear of dental treatment — Teneo exceeds the 
expectations of the most discriminating patient. Its massage and lumbar-
support functions help your patients relax.

You know your patients —
so does Teneo
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Positioning using the OrthoMotion function is particu-
larly well suited for treating elderly or disabled patients: 
The backrest and seat retain the same angle, protecting 
the lumbar vertebrae.

The ErgoMotion function provides combined move-
ments of the backrest and seat for an ergonomic 
 extension of the spine. The patient is comfortably 
moved to the treatment position.

Needs-based posture Ergonomic patient positioning



To give your practice a unique atmosphere, Teneo provides 
a perfect combination of shape and shade, making it an 
absolute eye-catcher. Whether your preferred style is 
classic or modern, Teneo will always fit in elegantly with 
your office environment. This is also underscored by 
design awards such as the iF Design Gold Award or the 
nomination for the German Design Award.

Uncompromising quality

Shape and shade

* Colors available for Lounge upholstery

Carbon* Rioja Platinum Pacific*

Basalt* Mocha* Cherry Saphire

Spring Sunset Orchid* Lagoon
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Lounge upholstery

Its innovative material gives this upholstery 
option additional softness — for that bit of extra 
comfort.

Premium Thermo upholstery

Reduces the accumulated heat in the seat and 
back area and provides for patient relaxation 
as a result of this cooling effect. 

Exquisite and functional

Give your practice a feeling of exclusivity. 
The Lounge upholstery provides a 
convincing synthesis of comfort and 
design. The soft material has a pleasant 
feel and is easy to clean and disinfect. 
Accentuated contrast stitching and the 
continuous footrest speak of high quality 
down to the smallest detail.

The elegant world

Classic, timeless combinations for  
an especially high-class look.

The natural world 

Soft, warm shades for a soothing 
treatment atmosphere.

The vital world

Vivid colors and bright tones for  
a modern, lively atmosphere.
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Thermodisinfectable parts: All infection control-critical parts are 
detachable and can be thermally disinfected, enhancing protection 
from cross-contamination.

Cuspidor: In the interest of ideal in-office infection control, the motoric 
cuspidor with its hands-free controls can be readily detached for easy 
cleaning.

Easy-to-clean surfaces: Teneo has been designed from the ground up 
for efficient infection control management. All surfaces are smooth 
and can be cleaned and disinfected easily.

Sanitization adapters for suction-hose cleaning: The suction hoses 
can be rinsed automatically at the press of a button, between treat-
ments or even during lengthy treatment procedures. For maximum 
infection control, optional detergents can be added automatically.

The Teneo treatment center lets you 
meet the highest infection prevention 
standards — with smooth, easy-to-clean 
surfaces, easily removable functional 
components, and built-in sanitization 
adapters. Everything is geared to 
maximum infection control in minimum 
time with minimum effort to relieve 
your team of unnecessary work and to 
meet the highest hygienic standards.

Teneo — 
safety made simple

Built-in sanitization adapter: All instrument hoses can 
be connected to the integrated sanitization adapter for 
periodic cleaning of the waterways. The Auto-purge 
(daily rinsing) and Purge (rinsing after each treatment) 
programs flush the waterways automatically or 
disinfect them in the monthly sanitization cycles with 
the Dentosept water disinfectant. These processes 
are very safe and save time.
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Booster cushion for small patients Apex Locator CEREC AI

External device connection Integrated pump for saline solution Implant adapter

Heliodent Plus model 22” monitor on the tray 22” monitor on the light support column

The sophisticated ergonomics 
and functionality combined with 
quality materials help you mold 
your ideal personal workflow 
actively.

Not just any Teneo — your Teneo
Teneo is more than a dental treatment center. It is an expression of your 
individuality. Whatever your favorite configuration, Teneo will always guarantee  
you one thing: interoperability in perfect harmony. Let yourself be inspired!

Chair Dentist element

Water unitAssistant element

Working stools

Teneo sets standards

This is a complete listing of the standard equipment for the basic unit 
and all available individual options.

Value packages

Your individual options Equipment options

n In basic unit or as a package.
o Optional.

* Available with Sidexis 4.

• Sprayvit M for the dentist and 
assistant elements

• 2 BL electric motors (extra 
charge for BL ISO C)

• SiroSonic TL ultrasonic 
handpiece

• LEDview Plus operating light

• Up to two Hugo or Carl 
 working stools at a discounted 
price

• Endodontic treatment function

• ApexLocator assembly

• T1 Line Endo 6 L contra-angle 

• handpiece with light

• Basic Apex adapter (optional)

• Holder for ApexLocator

• Additional option: 
Reciprocating file function

• Extended implantology 
function

• Integrated pump for saline 
solution

• BL Implant electric motor

• Implant contra-angle 
handpiece (20 : 1)

• Monitor, 22”

• SiroCam AF+

• Monitor position on the tray or 
the light support column

• Camera connectivity in the 
dentist element

 Innovation  Endo  Implant  Sivision

Sivision

Chair

Patient-specific chair positions* n
Motorized headrest with automatic patient-specific n
headrest adjustment*

Premium Thermo upholstery n
Lounge upholstery o

Lumbar support/massage function n
Removable armrest, right armrest can be swiveled to side o

Removable left armrest o

Four-way foot switch n
Wireless foot control n
External device connection o

Booster cushion for small patients o

Adapter plate o

OrthoMotion n
ErgoMotion n
SlowMotion travel n

Dentist element 
(with EasyTouch, 6 positions, removable
handles and instrument holder)

Sprayvit M with light o

1st drill drive (for motor or turbine) n
2nd drill drive (for motor without turbine) n
3rd drill drive (for motor without turbine) n
4th drill drive (for motor without turbine) o

BL electric motor o

BL ISO C electric motor o

BL Implant electric motor o

Turbine hose n
SiroSonic TL ultrasonic handpiece o 

Sirotom electrosurgery kit o

Implantology function o

Endodontic treatment function o

Reciprocating file function o

ApexLocator with display on Sivision monitor o

Integrated pump for saline solution o

USB port n
Hands-free operation with cursor control n
Contra-angle handpiece T1 Line Endo 6 L with light o

Contra-angle handpiece Implant 20 : 1 o

Assistant element
(with 4 positions, removable holder)

Satelec mini L.E.D. curing light o

Surgical suction device o

Sprayvit M with light o

Suction device n
Saliva ejector n
Suction hoses with slide o

Water unit

Disinfection device with permanent disinfection and 
sanitization function

n

Suction hose cleaning with chemicals n
Hydrocolloid port o

Cuspidor valve for wet suction system n
Automatic separator o

Amalgam separator o

Glass cuspidor, motoric swivel function, 
removable n

Purge function with autopurge n
Aqua function n

Sivision digital

SiroCam AF+ o

22" monitor on the tray, includes tray o

22" monitor on the light support column o

Camera connector in the dentist element o

Cable set for PC connectivity o

Working stools
(long or short gas spring)

Hugo Freehand 
(with foot release) o

Hugo Manual 
(with manual release) o

Hugo Manual Plus 
(with manual release and foot ring) o

Carl Manual 
(with manual release) o

Carl Manual Plus 
(with manual release and foot ring) o

Additional options

Sirona tray o

PC interface (Ethernet) n
PC control with EasyTouch n
Remote diagnostics n
LEDview Plus operating light o

LEDview Plus ceiling light o

Adaptation for Heliodent Plus ceiling combination o

Adaptation for Heliodent Plus unit model o
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Procedural Solutions

Preventive
Restorative
Orthodontics
Endodontics
Implants
Prosthetics

Enabling Technologies

CAD/CAM
Imaging
Treatment Centers
Instruments

Dentsply Sirona

Sirona Dental Systems GmbH 
Fabrikstraße 31, 64625 Bensheim, Germany 
dentsplysirona.com

As a global innovation leader for 
dental equipment, we continuously 
invest in research and in the future 
of modern dentistry. By networking 
digital technologies with integrated 
solutions and optimizing the treat-
ment workflow, we create improved 
treatment results, more comfort 
and safety for the patient, and time 
and cost savings for the dental 
office.

Dentsply Sirona for you
We support dentists in their quest for better, safer and faster dental care. If 
you routinely deliver maximum performance on a daily basis, you will expect 
no less from your equipment. This is why we provide innovative solutions that 
contribute to improving dental health. This means that you will always work 
to the highest standards of excellence with Dentsply Sirona. You can rely on 
that — today and in the future.

Pioneering and innovative

Teneo is constantly evolving: The 
treatment center can be upgraded 
and has a USB interface for the 
integration of new functions and 
an Ethernet interface for easy 
troubleshooting. 

High-quality workmanship

Only the best of materials are used 
for Teneo. The framework, chair 
and backrest support are made of 
a well-conceived combination of 
steel and aluminum. As a result, 
Teneo is lightweight yet extremely 
solid.

Quality “Made in Germany”

The treatment center is developed, 
manufactured, and tested entirely at 
the Dentsply Sirona factory in 
Bensheim, Germany. The careful 
assembly on the premises justifies 
the highest expectations of Teneo, 
ensuring the best in long-term 
product quality and reliability.

What does this mean for Teneo?

Hands-on innovation


